
HOW CAN I PREVENT A NOSEBLEED? Nosebleeds can be prevented by avoiding nose-picking or blowing the nose too hard. 
Keeping your nose clean and moist with nasal saline (salt water) and gels can also 
help. Additionally, using a humidifier to keep the air moist will help keep your nose 
moist, which can prevent a nosebleed. 

I HAVE AN ACTIVE NOSEBLEED. WHAT CAN 
I DO?

A nosebleed can be stressful. Keeping calm and knowing how to stop a nosebleed 
ahead of time can help. Once a nosebleed starts, lean forward and pinch the soft part 
of the nose for at least 5 minutes. If the nosebleed slows, keep holding for a full  
15 minutes. 

CAN I USE ANY OVER THE COUNTER 
MEDICATIONS TO HELP IF MY NOSE  
IS BLEEDING?

Nasal saline (salt water) gel or spray can help moisturize the inside of the nose. 
Oxymetazoline (pronounced ok-see-muh-taz-uh-leen) or phenylephrine (pronounced 
fen-l-ef-reen) are nasal sprays which can help slow nosebleeds. Blow the nose to clear 
any clots and then spray two sprays in the bleeding nostril and keep holding the soft 
part of the nose for 5 minutes. You may repeat this once.

MY NOSEBLEED WON’T STOP! WHAT 
SHOULD I DO?

If your nosebleed does not stop even after you tried the above methods, you should 
call a medical professional. If the bleeding is heavy, long-lasting, or you feel weak or 
lightheaded then seek immediate care at an emergency room department or call 911.

I SAW MY ENT AND MY NOSE WAS 
CAUTERIZED. DO I HAVE  
ANY RESTRICTIONS?

You have to treat your nose with care to allow the area to heal. Avoid nose blowing, 
tiring activity, heavy lifting, or placing any cotton or tissues in the nose for at least a 
week. You may use saline (salt water) gel or spray to help wet the nose one to three 
times a day. 

I AM ON A BLOOD THINNER MEDICATION 
AND MY NOSE OFTEN BLEEDS. SHOULD I 
STOP TAKING THIS MEDICATION?

You should quickly check with the health care provider who prescribed the blood 
thinning medication, since these medications are usually given to treat or prevent 
serious medical problems. If your nosebleed is heavy, do not take additional doses of 
blood thinner until you are checked up by a health care provider and you should not 
delay the checkup.
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